 We consider anomalous relaxation processes of human tissue.  We explore the utility of the multi-term time-fractional Bloch equations.  We proposed an effective predictor-corrector method to solve MTTFBE.  A feasible parameter estimation method was introduced.  The extra time-fractional terms provide flexibility in the relaxation process.
To generate an MRI signal, a radio frequency pulse is applied at the Larmor frequency to tip the magnetisation into a transverse plane and keep it relatively static in the rotating reference frame. This process is known as "on resonance"
and when the radio frequency pulse is switched off, the "off resonance" condition is initiated and the Bloch equations can be used to model the change in magnetisation in a rotating coordinate frame [1] : 
where M 0 is the equilibrium value of longitudinal magnetisation; T 1 is the empirical spin-lattice relaxation time, which characterises the recovery of the longitudinal magnetisation; and T * 2 is related to the spin-spin relaxation T 2 , which indicates the loss of the transverse magnetisation, and the influence of the local 5 field inhomogeneity. There exists an "off resonance" contributor ∆ω ≡ ω 0 − ω, where ω 0 and ω denote the Larmor frequency and the frequency of the radio frequency field, respectively. Notably, with the presence of non-negligible magnetic field inhomogeneity, the rate of signal decay should be determined by the decay time T * 2 instead of T 2 . T * 2 relaxation can be measured through the use 10 of the gradient recalled echo (GRE) sequence [2] . The Bloch equations can be used to analyse the temporal evolution of the MRI signal and provide valuable clinical and scientific insight.
Fractional calculus is an old yet novel branch of mathematics that unifies and generalises the integer derivative and n-fold integral [3] . Despite sharing 15 some common properties, fractional calculus has some essential differences in comparison with its integer counterpart. Specifically, fractional calculus provides the theory to calculate non-integer order derivatives. The fractional orders highlight the intermediate behaviours that cannot be modeled by ordinary or partial differential equations [4] . Furthermore, with a definition that involves 20 non-local interaction, fractional calculus shows superiorities in describing complex dynamical systems associated with system memory [5] . Fractional calculus has now been shown to be effective in many theoretical and applied fields such as physics, bioengineering, finance, signal processing, and so on [6, 7, 8, 9] . [11, 12] . This work will adopt Magin's fractionalising approach in view of our previous work [13] : and analysed its influence on MRI signal attenuation [11] . Then they applied it to fit the signal decay of multi echo T 2 data in normal and degraded cartilage
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[12]. Our previous work takes this one step further by characterising anomalous relaxation in multiple echo time T * 2 human brain data based on Magin's model with additional consideration of frequency shift [13] . Existing results imply that the use of fractional calculus can provide an improved representation of the anomalous dynamics associated with MRI signal formation.
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Observations of real systems has revealed that the constant order fractional derivative cannot be used to accurately characterise the underlying physical or biological processes of the problem. For example, the amplitude creep behavior of a certain material can be described as
where F is the applied force and x is the corresponding displacement. Experiments 40 conducted at a fixed temperature resulted in a constant α [16] . However, real applications involve an environment with varying temperatures, such as the generation of heat by friction or electric current. Alterations in temperature change the physical properties of the material, which then makes its characteristics vary between elastic (α = 0) and viscous (α = 1) [17] . Furthermore, the acoustic 45 attenuation typically characterised by a power law involves a frequency dependence caused by the fractal microstructures of the media [18] . The generalised form involving changeable fractional orders, such as multi-term, distributedorder and variable-order derivatives, were suggested to be able to account for such phenomena. One important changeable fractional operator is the multi-50 term derivative, i.e., a linear combination of all the possible orders of time derivatives with relevant weighted coefficients [19, 20] .
The multi-term time-fractional operator has been used to describe complex physical or physiological systems. For example, the fractional Zener model involving three different fractional orders has been used to describe a system 55 consisting of a Maxwell model in conjunction with a spring [21] . The system consisting of a rigid plate, which is connected to a spring and immersed in a Newtonian fluid, demonstrated heavily damped motion that can be described using a mixed order time-fractional derivative model [3, 22] .
In MRI, the signal has been shown to deviate from the classically expected 60 mono-exponential relaxation, especially at high or ultra-high field strengths [23, 24, 25] . A bi-exponential model with distinct high and low relaxation rates has been shown to provide a better signal fit than a mono-exponential model [23] . A three-component model for MRI signal decay was also investigated due to the compartmentalised water environments [24, 25] . In our previous In our study, the multi-term time-fractional Bloch equations (MT-TFBE)
were investigated for the purpose of describing the anomalous relaxation presented in GRE-MRI signal magnitude. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. We introduce MT-TFBE in Section 2 and propose an effective predictorcorrector method in Section 3 for its solution. In Section 4, we present a modi- 
The multi-term time-fractional Bloch equations
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The temporal evolution in the reduction of the transverse magnetisation (since the focus here is only on the reduction of the transverse magnetisation, the recovery of the longitudinal magnetization is ignored) is classically described via the Bloch equations and recently generalised into time-fractional domain:
To be able to investigate flexibility in the order of the time derivative in the human brain, we propose the generalisation of the x and y components, i.e. the n + 1 term weighted linear combination of time-fractional Bloch equations: (4) with initial conditions:
where 
where Γ denotes the Gamma function. . Therefore, the x-component MT-TFBE can be expressed as:
Here, we have 0
.., n) and, notably, α 0 = 0. The x-component initial conditions become:
Note that the above approach to solve the x-component can also be applied to the y-component.
We additionally propose a fractional predictor-corrector method to solve the initial problem:
where 0 < ǫ i ≤ 1. Transform the initial value problem Eq. (9) into the following equivalent Volterra integral problem:
It has been established that the Adams-Bashforth-Moulton method is a reasonable approach for solving the first order ordinary differential equation within an acceptable error bound without the need for extreme computational overheads [14] . Therefore, we adopt a fractional Adams-Bashforth method and a fractional Adams-Moulton method for prediction and correction, respectively.
We assume that we are working with a uniformly sampled temporal discrete scheme t k = kτ , k = 0, 1, ..., n, and T = nτ is the total time. Thus, the predictor X k+1 l,P can be obtained via the Adams-Bashforth method [28]:
where
The corrector X k+1 l can be generated using the Adams-Moulton method [28] :
Note that the x-and y-components of the magnetization are coupled through ∆ω. To decouple the equations and minimise the numerical error, terms are replaced with their latest available updates. We use the fractional predictorcorrector method to solve the initial problem in Eq. (7). The value of the predictors X 
The value of correctors X k+1 l and Y k+1 l can be obtained by using the fractional Adams-Moulton method:
For all α l ∈ (0, 1), a similar method in [28] can demonstrate the error 100 estimation to be max
is the exact solution and X t k l is the corresponding numerical solution for the x-component of the magnetization.
Parameter estimation: a modified NMSS-PSO method
An exploration using a model reflecting the behaviour of a real system is 105 known as the forward problem, whereas the process of fitting model parameters to a measurement or measurements is known as the inverse problem [30] . The uniqueness for identifying the solution of fractional orders from measured data for multi-term and distributed order time-fractional diffusion equation has been proved [31, 32] . However, it is inherently difficult to solve the inverse problem 110 when the interdependent parameters correlatively interact or a large number of local minima exist. To improve the fitting process and its robustness and avoid being trapped in a local minimum, strict procedures can be followed, which involve narrowing the search space [25, 13] . Therefore, the search for a global minimum has been formulated as a constrained optimization problem. To 115 analyse the reliability of our model in a quantitatively correct way, parameters need to be globally determined.
In this section, a feasible and reliable parameter estimation technique is presented for the purpose of obtaining the global minimum to the optimization problem. Both the hybrid Nelder-Mead simplex search (NMSS) [26] and the 120 particle swarm optimization (PSO) [27] have been widely used in solving challenging optimization problems. However, the literature shows that the practical use of NMSS and PSO are both limited, since NMSS is likely to be trapped in a local optima and PSO has a slow convergence rate. Interestingly, the combined use of NMSS and PSO has been demonstrated to be outperform both NMSS 125 and PSO in terms of solution quality and convergence rate [33] .
In the NMSS-PSO parameter estimation process, the role assigned to NMSS and PSO is different due to their different functionalities. The combination of the two methods makes full use of the merits of each method. Specifically, NMSS is used to exploit the current solution space and PSO focuses on the The NMSS-PSO method converts the parameter estimation problem into an objective function based optimization by:
where u(t k ) is the experimental data and u k (λ) is the solution for a given set of unknown parameters λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , ..., λ m ) T ∈ Ω with m denotes the number of unknown parameters. Here Ω is a given search domain: Ω = [λ
]. Notably, these search intervals are possible T is given as λ *
= arg min s(λ).
A general rationale for the NMSS-PSO method is that 3m + 1 particles are (2) Evaluate and rank. Evaluate the objective function value s(λ) for each 160 particle, according to which ranks all the particles:
(3) Apply the NMSS method to the best m+1 vertices and replace the (m+1)th vertex with the updated value, which is generated as follows:
(3.1) Reflection. Find the centre of gravity of the former m vertices
.., m. Generate the reflection point P r = (1 + α)P o − αP m+1 , where α is the reflection coefficient using the suggested value α = 1 [26] . If s(P 1 ) ≤ s(P r ) ≤ s(P m ), then accept the reflection and replace P m+1 with P r ; otherwise, go to step (3.2).
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(3.2) Expansion. If s(P r ) < s(P 1 ), then generate the expansion point P e = γP r + (1 − γ)P o , where γ is the expansion coefficient using the suggested value γ = 2 [26]. If s(P e ) < s(P 1 ), then accept the expansion and replace P m+1 with P e ; otherwise, replace P m+1 with P r . Then go to step (3.3).
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(3.3) Concentration. If s(P r ) > s(P m ) and s(P r ) ≤ s(P m+1 ), then replace P m+1 with P r and the concentration is done. If s(P r ) > s(P m+1 ), then generate the contraction point P c = βP m+1 + (1 − β), where β is the concentration coefficient using the suggested value β = 0.5 [26] . If s(P c ) ≤ s(P m+1 ), then accept the concentration and replace P m+1 with 180 P c . Then go to step (3.4). (4.2) Imposed boundaries. The "absorbing walls" are imposed to drive particles to the pre-determined parameter domains [36] . Thus, it avoids physically impossible solutions by assuming the velocity in a certain dimension is zero when a particle hits the boundary placed on that The stopping criterion in step (5) is given by Sc = (
ǫ is a small constant. The algorithm will be terminated when either it reaches the maximum iteration count or it satisfies the stopping criterion placed on the 210 cost function. This parameter estimation technique can be implemented in a straightforward manner for the purpose of solving inverse problems governed by fractional linear or nonlinear dynamics, since it does not require gradient computation and is therefore derivative free. The NMSS-PSO algorithm has been outlined in detail in [34] .
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A model based MT-TFBE has to be first developed before NMSS-PSO can be used to deduce model parameters. To do this, we exploit the proportionality relationship between the experimental signal intensity S(t) and the magnitude of transverse magnetization defined as M + (t) = M 2 x (t) + M 2 y (t) [1] , hence we can write:
where C is a constant used to account for the background noise in the acquired data [37] . Note that the shape of the signal is only a function of the parameters 
Magnetic resonance imaging data collection
In vivo human brain images were acquired on a 7T ultra-high field whole- • , and data averaging was not performed. Data from 32-channel was combined using the sum-ofsquares approach in a voxel-by-voxel manner. Ethics was granted through the University of Queensland human ethics committee.
Results
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To verify the validity of the fractional predictor-corrector method, we compare the analytical and numerical solutions for the x-component of the threeterm TFBE with initial condition:
where f (t) = Γ(1.7)t 0.7 To examine the influence of the multi-term derivative used in TFBE, we 1.23
consider the following x-and y-components of the three-term TFBE:
where 0 < α 1 < α 2 < α 3 < 1. Notably, when one of the three weighted parameters λ k (k = 1, 2, 3) equals to zero, the three-term TFBE becomes a twoterm TFBE and when two of them equal to zero, it simplifies to a single-term TFBE. We applied the proposed predictor-corrector scheme to solve the one-, two-and three-term TFBE with initial conditions: Table 2 . As implied by the mean squared errors, the simulated results (solid line) are in good agreement with the experimental data (asterisk). The biophysical meanings of the changes in model parameters will be explored in our future work.
275 Table 2 : Voxel-level fitting results of the multi-term time-fractional models to signal decays. The listed parameters are the amplitude (A 0 ), relaxation time (T * 2 ), two time-fractional derivative orders (α 2 and α 1 ), two weighting factors (λ 2 and λ 1 ), frequency shift (∆ω), and constant offset (C). The value of Sc and MSE are listed to reflect the quality of the fitting. 94.01
Conclusion
We presented a predictor-corrector method to solve the multi-term timefractional Bloch equations. An algorithm for the inverse problem based on the hybrid Nelder-Mead simplex search and particle swarm optimization has been outlined. The numerical approach along with the NMSS-PSO algorithm one term two terms three terms Fig. 3 : Plots of Mx, My for one, two and three positive term TFBE using T * 2 = 30 ms, ∆ω = 60π rad/s and initial conditions Mx = 0, My = 100. Other parameters were set as α 1 = 0.9 and λ 1 = 1 for one term; α 2 = 0.9, α 1 = 0.8 and λ 2 = 1, λ 1 = 0.5 for two terms; α 3 = 0.9, α 2 = 0.8, α 1 = 0.7 and λ 3 = 1, λ 2 = 0.5, λ 1 = 0.3 for three terms. one term two terms three terms Fig. 4 : Plots of Mx, My for the one, two and three negative term TFBE using α 1 = 0.9 and λ 1 = 1 for one term; α 2 = 0.9, α 1 = 0.8 and λ 2 = 1, λ 1 = −0.5 for two terms; α 3 = 0.9, α 2 = 0.8, α 1 = 0.7 and λ 3 = 1, λ 2 = −0.5, λ 3 = −0.3 for three terms. Other parameters were set as in Fig. 3 . 
